Background: Variability in joint kinematics is necessary for adaptability and response to everyday perturbations; however, intrinsic neuromotor changes secondary to stroke often cause abnormal movement patterns. How these abnormal movement patterns relate to joint kinematic variability and its influence on post-stroke walking impairments is not well understood. Objective: The purpose of this study was to evaluate the movement variability at the individual joint level in the paretic and non-paretic limbs of individuals post-stroke. Methods: Seven individuals with hemiparesis post-stroke walked on a treadmill for two minutes at their self-selected speed and the average speed of the six-minute walk test while kinematics were recorded using motion-capture. Variability in hip, knee, and ankle flexion/extension angles during walking were quantified with the Lyapunov exponent (LyE). Interlimb differences were evaluated. Results: The paretic side LyE was higher than the non-paretic side at both self-selected speed (Hip: 50%; Knee: 74%), and the average speed of the 6-min walk test (Hip: 15%; Knee: 93%). Conclusion: Differences in joint kinematic variability between limbs of persons post-stroke supports further study of the source of non-paretic limb deviations as well as the clinical implications of joint kinematic variability in persons post-stroke. The development of bilaterally-targeted post-stroke gait interventions to address variability in both limbs may promote improved outcomes.
Introduction
Nearly 7 million people in the United States are stroke survivors (Mozaffarian et al., 2016) . A common consequence of stroke is hemiparesis, which is characterized by weakness and impaired control of one side of the body. Post-stroke hemiparesis affects gait and impairs nearly 80% of stroke survivors (Weiss, 2010) . Indeed, individuals post-stroke exhibit reduced paretic knee flexion angle (Chen et al., 2005; Kao et al., 2014) , decreased ankle dorsiflexion (Chen et al., 2005) , and an increase in foot lateral displacement during paretic swing (Kao et al., 2014) . These impairments ultimately result in slow gait speeds (Bonnyaud et al., 2015) . While changes in the magnitudes (peaks, means, etc.) of kinematic and kinetic variables post-stroke have been well explored, there are few studies that explore how variability of gait is affected poststroke, specifically at the joint level. Variability refers to the lack of repeatability. In the context of this paper, variability refers to the differences in joint angle trajectories from one gait cycle to the next (Lewek et al., 2006) . A minimal level of variability in joint kinematics is necessary for adaptability and response to everyday perturbations, such as walking on uneven terrain. Stergiou and Decker (2011) describe this typical variability by saying that if a person ''tried to repeat the same movement twice, the two actions will never be identical." However, too much variability may be reflective of impaired motor control and can lead to irregular movement patterns (Stergiou and Decker, 2011) . Linear measures of variability such as standard deviation and coefficient of variance are often used to describe movement in clinical populations, and provide valuable insight into errors or impairment of motor performance. These measures are limited, however, in that they describe the amount of variability, but not the evolution of the movement over time. To assess the evolution of movement and its implications in clinical populations, other techniques such as the Lyapunov Exponent (LyE) can be used (Harbourne and Stergiou, 2009 LyE is a nonlinear measure that has been used to analyze time series data for different kinematic parameters by evaluating the amount of divergence or convergence present in the continuous movement trajectories (Ghayoumi Zadeh et al., 2016; Kaimakamis et al., 2016; Smith et al., 2010) . For example, the LyE of completely repeatable data such as a sinusoid is zero, as the structure of the signal does not change over time. Conversely, random, noisy data demonstrates greater divergence over time (and greater LyE) , as the signal is not perfectly repeated from one cycle to the next (Harbourne and Stergiou, 2009 ). In gait, LyE can demonstrate the stability of a movement over time by quantifying stride-to-stride changes in patterns. It is important to note, however, that this does not refer to stability of the center of mass over the base of support.
The LyE has been used to quantify the structure of physiological signals such as kinematic trajectories in a variety of populations including, but not limited to, subjects who have ruptured and reconstructed their anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) (Moraiti et al., 2010) , subjects with Down syndrome , subjects with focal cerebellar lesions (Hoogkamer et al., 2015) , and subjects with lower extremity amputations (Wurdeman et al., 2013) . In subjects who have ruptured and reconstructed their ACL, it was found that the intact knee had higher knee flexion/ extension LyE values than the contralateral ACL-reconstructed knee, which is believed to be a compensatory mechanism to obtain more symmetrical gait cycles (Moraiti et al., 2010) . Another study examined interlimb differences for subjects who have had transtibial amputation (Wurdeman et al., 2013) . While there was no significant difference between the limbs for the knees and hips, it was found that the sound leg ankle had significantly lower LyE, and therefore less divergence in the dynamic structure of the ankle angle, compared to the prosthetic ankle (Wurdeman et al., 2013) . Importantly, Wurdeman et al. demonstrated that LyE was the first objective measure that was able to identify how a patient perceived their prosthesis, showing a strong relationship between LyE and a patient's preference in prosthesis design (Wurdeman et al., 2013) . Other metrics have been used to quantify dynamic structure of gait including phase portraits (DiBerardino et al., 2010) , detrended fluctuation analysis (Peng et al., 1995; Rhea et al., 2012) , and sample entropy (Balasubramanian et al., 2009; Lamoth et al., 2011; Rhea et al., 2012) ; however, the LyE is particularly effective in quantifying stride-to-stride fluctuations in gait patterns because it describes the overall consistency of a system by describing how similar gait kinematics are from one stride to the next (Wurdeman et al., 2013) . In addition to measuring movement during gait, LyE is also used for diagnosing pathologies such as breast cancer (Ghayoumi Zadeh et al., 2016) , depression (Acharya et al., 2015) , and obstructive sleep apnea (Kaimakamis et al., 2016) by measuring the divergence of segmented thermal infrared images of breast tissue, variability of electrical activity in the brain using a continuous electroencephalogram signal, and divergence of respiratory signals measuring nasal cannula flow and thoracic belt movement during sleep, respectively.
Kinematic and spatiotemporal asymmetries are hallmark features of post-stroke hemiparetic gait (Balasubramanian et al., 2009 ), but bilateral differences in the dynamic structure of gait are not as commonly reported. In post-stroke gait research, the non-paretic limb is less often discussed as it is affected less directly by the stroke. The non-paretic limb is important, however, and requires more energy than that of a neurologically healthy individual to compensate for the weakness in the paretic limb (Chen et al., 2005) . The objective of this study was thus to evaluate the dynamic structure of kinematic variability in the paretic and non-paretic limbs of individuals post-stroke. We hypothesized that the paretic limb will exhibit greater strideto-stride fluctuations, quantified by the LyE, than the nonparetic limb due to the impaired neuromuscular control commonly observed in post-stroke hemiparesis.
Methods

Participants
Eight individuals with hemiparesis post-stroke were recruited for this study. One subject was excluded from analysis due to technical difficulties during data collection. Seven individuals (age 62 ± 5.4, years post-stroke 3.5 ± 4, 5 males) were able to complete all of the trials and thus were included for analysis (Table 1) . Inclusion criteria included (1) greater than 6 months post-stroke, (2) first (single) lesion, (3) ambulatory but with residual gait deficits, and (4) able to walk multiple bouts of 6 min with no orthotic support. Exclusion criteria included (1) evidence of moderate to severe chronic white matter disease on MRI, (2) cerebellar stroke, (3) history of lower extremity joint replacement, (4) pain that limits walking ability, (5) inability to communicate with investigators, (6) neglect and hemianopia, (7) unexplained dizziness, and (8) orthopedic conditions that change walking ability. All participants signed an informed consent that was approved by the Institutional Review Board.
Procedures
Subjects post-stroke performed a 10 m walk test to determine their self-selected (SS) speeds (Awad et al., 2015) and a 6-min walk test (6MWT) to determine their long distance walking speeds. Twenty-five single reflective markers and 19 markers on shells were placed on the subjects' bony landmarks and tracking segments, respectively, to allow the 8-camera motion capture system (Motion Analysis Corp.) to locate the subject in 3-dimensional space to record kinematic and kinetic data. Subjects wore athletic shoes during all walking trials. Each subject walked on an instrumented split-belt treadmill (Bertec Corp.) for two minute trials at their SS speed and 6MWT speed (Table 1) while kinematic data were analyzed at a sampling frequency of 60 Hz. 
Analysis
Continuous hip, knee, and ankle flexion/extension angles, defined as the angle between the proximal and distal segments of a joint in the sagittal plane, were determined using Visual 3D. The continuous 2 min trials with the joint angles were then run through a custom MATLAB code that utilized the Wolf algorithm (Wolf et al., 1985) to calculate the maximum Lyapunov exponent. The Lyapunov exponent is a measure of how infinitesimally close trajectories of dynamical system vary or diverge in a certain dimension of phase space (Fig. 1) (Cignetti et al., 2012; Wolf et al., 1985) . The Wolf algorithm was selected because of its sensitivity to smaller data sets in older adults (Cignetti et al., 2012) . In order to calculate the Lyapunov exponent, a long, continuous selection of data is required. It has been successfully demonstrated that a 2-min trial is sufficient for accurate calculation of the LyE (Moraiti et al., 2010) .
A 2 Â 2 (speed by limb) repeated measures ANOVA was run to determine the statistical significance between the LyE of paretic and non-paretic limbs at SS and 6MWT speeds for hip, knee and ankle joint angles of the stroke subjects. Cohen's d effect size was calculated for pairwise comparisons to determine the strength of the differences observed, with d > 0.8 defining a large effect size.
Results
Speed by limb comparison
The overground speeds for SS and 6MWT for the subjects poststroke were 0.97 ± 0.27 m/s and 1.11 ± 0.36 m/s, respectively, with no main effect of speed observed for all three joints. Overall, the mean LyE for all sagittal plane angles was greater on the paretic side than the non-paretic side for the subjects post-stroke at both SS speed and 6MWT speed. Analysis of the main effect of limb revealed no significant difference between limbs at the ankle, a trend toward difference at the hip (p = .067) and a significant difference between paretic and non-paretic limbs at the knee (p = .017) (Fig. 2) . Pairwise comparisons at the hip revealed a larger difference between limbs at SS speed (paretic 1.52 ± 0.6 > non-paretic 1.01 ± 0.4, d = 1.03) when compared to the 6MWT speed (paretic 1. 23 ± 0.35 > non-paretic 1.07 ± 0.42, d = 0.44). Paretic knee divergence significantly exceeded non-paretic knee divergence at both SS (paretic 2.02 ± 0.6 > non-paretic 1.16 ± 0.2, p = .014, d = 1.99) and 6MWT speeds (paretic 2.33 ± 0.9 > non-paretic 1.21 ± 0.3, p = .041, d = 1.81). Individually, 6 of the 7 subjects had greater paretic LyE for knee angles compared to the non-paretic limb for both SS speed and 6MWT speed, with the seventh subject exhibiting greater non-paretic LyE for knee flexion/extension (Fig. 2) . Fig. 1 . Reconstructed attractors for (A) non-paretic and (B) paretic knee flexion/ extension angle of subject 3 at 6MWT speed, shown in three dimensions for visualization purposes. The attractor is reconstructed in multiple dimensions using the measured knee flexion angle and time delayed copies of itself. The Lyapunov exponent enumerates the divergence of the attractor and is generally unaffected by the attractor shape. Greater disorganization, as seen in the paretic knee, is indicative of greater divergence and greater positive LyE. non-paretic LyE of hip, knee, and ankle angles in flexion/ extension of subjects post-stroke at 6MWT and SS speed. LyE was averaged across all seven subjects. (B) Paretic vs. non-paretic LyE of knee flexion/extension angles of stroke subjects at 6MWT speed. Every subject, with the exception of subject 7, had higher LyE on the paretic side than the non-paretic side. This trend was consistent across all three joints at both speeds.
Discussion
The LyE for knee flexion/extension angles were greater on the paretic side than the non-paretic side for the stroke subjects, suggesting that the paretic limb has significantly higher divergence than the non-paretic limb at the joint level, supporting our hypothesis. Greater paretic-side divergence may indicate difficulty with controlling the paretic limb. Conversely, lower divergence on the non-paretic limb may indicate a focus on controlling their movement with the non-paretic limb. This agrees with observed divergence in individuals with unilateral lower limb prostheses, where sound leg ankle had a significantly lower divergence compared to the prosthetic ankle (Wurdeman et al., 2013) . Additionally, greater standard deviations of swing time and pre-swing time were observed on the paretic side in persons post-stroke (Balasubramanian et al., 2009) .
Traditionally, increased variability in gait corresponds to decreased mechanical stability and cooperation of the system whereas decreased variability corresponds to a more stable, cooperative system (Stergiou et al., 2006) . However, given the complexity and chaotic behavior inherent in gait, nonlinear measures, such as LyE, can help determine the dynamic structure of variability. For example, when you stand ''still," you are constantly shifting and swaying around a fixed point. This constant movement that occurs while performing a seemingly static action indicates that, while variability is not equivalent to mechanical stability, it enables, to a certain extent, stability because it ''reflects multiple options for movement, providing for flexible adaptive strategies" that are not present in rigid, fixed systems (Harbourne and Stergiou, 2009 ). The dynamic structure of variability, quantified by LyE, refers to the fluctuations of the entire gait cycle away from its typical periodic behavior (Wurdeman et al., 2013) . In other words, LyE quantifies the structure of the variability by evaluating the differences in gait cycle trajectories (e.g., how knee angle across the gait cycle differs from one gait cycle to the next) as opposed to linear measures such as standard deviation or coefficient of variation that quantify the magnitude of the variability of a specific event within a gait cycle (e.g., peak knee flexion angle during swing phase) independent of the variability of other specific events in the gait cycle (e.g., knee flexion angle at heel strike) Stergiou and Decker, 2011) . Wurdeman et al. (2013) describes LyE as the variation within an attractor, which is often defined as the stability of the attractor in mathematics. However, clinically based research often ''avoid[s] the use of the term stability to avoid confusion with the more common meaning associated with balance as these are markedly different."
The higher LyE of the paretic knee is observed during stance phase. Because there are higher metabolic costs to move the hip than the knee (Farris and Sawicki, 2012 ) and the ankle is limited in motion due to its proximity to the planted foot, it is understandable that the knee is more able to tolerate this ''error" and more likely to have these variations of movement and a higher LyE value.
It is likely that paretic LyE may be higher than non-paretic LyE because the hemiparesis results in a lack of control on that side of the body. Due to impaired sensorimotor function (Lower Extremity Fugl Meyer 26 ± 5) we expect higher variability in the paretic limb. Similarly, this lack of control is observed in previous studies where the standard deviation for the mediolateral margin of stability is significantly higher on the paretic limb compared to the nonparetic limb (Kao et al., 2014) . For the measure of LyE, increased variability in individual joint angles, which may be indicative of a lack of control, may have limited the subjects' ability to have a consistent, cyclic, and repeatable gait pattern.
Every subject, with the exception of subject 7, had higher LyE values on the paretic side than the non-paretic side for knee angles at both speeds. Subject 7 had higher LyE values on the non-paretic side. Interestingly, subject 7 was the only subject to use both handrails while walking on the treadmill. This restricted motion could have restricted the divergence that may have occurred in the knees if the subject had walked without the handrails. Further research into the impact of assistive devices on the dynamic structure of variability is warranted.
Previous studies have found that five out of the eight recorded muscles indicated increased muscle contraction in the nonparetic limb compared to a healthy control (Raja et al., 2012) . Increased co-contraction of the non-paretic limb would likely result in more rigid and 'robotic' movements, as evidenced in decreased divergence in the non-paretic limb joint angles compared to the paretic limb during gait.
The ratio of LyE values calculated for the paretic and nonparetic knee angles of individuals post-stroke are comparable to those of other individuals with gait impairments. Calculating LyE depends on sampling frequency and the number of data points selected, making direct comparisons of LyE values difficult. To compare our findings with others, we computed the ratios of the limb with higher variability to the limb with lower variability and compared these with studies of three affected populations (Moraiti et al., 2010; Wurdeman et al., 2013) . For individuals with post-stroke hemiparesis, the ratio between their paretic and non-paretic knee LyE values was 1.7 and 1.9 for SS and 6MWT speed, respectively. For subjects that have a reconstructed ACL, the ratio between their intact knee LyE and the reconstructed knee LyE was 1.1 for both reconstruction methods studied (Moraiti et al., 2010) . In lower limb amputees, the ratio between sound and prosthetic knee LyE was 1.1 (Wurdeman et al., 2013) . This demonstrates that the LyE ratio for poststroke individuals is in the same order of magnitude as these other affected populations.
This study has a limited sample size; while statistical significance and large effect sizes were found particularly at the knee, it is possible that differences in hip and ankle joints may be detected with increased statistical power. Given the heterogeneity of the post-stroke population, increased sample size would also allow for a more diverse sample and would improve the generalizability of our findings. In order to collect the large amount of continuous data required to evaluate the dynamic structure of gait variability in this study, treadmill walking was evaluated. While treadmill walking has been shown to generalize to over ground walking (Matsas et al., 2000) , it is possible that variability may be decreased due to the consistency of treadmill speed. Given that all subjects walked on the same treadmill under the same conditions, the relative comparisons drawn from this study are justified. Additionally, as the treadmill is an important rehabilitation tool post-stroke, characterization of treadmill gait post-stroke is warranted. Finally, although overall functional ability varied among post-stroke subjects, the current study was performed with generally higher functioning stroke subjects. Further research is merited to explore differences in variability between functional groups post-stroke (i.e. household vs. community ambulation).
This study shows a significant difference in the dynamic structure of flexion/extension angle variability, quantified by the Lyapunov exponent, for the knee between the paretic and nonparetic limbs post-stroke. This is especially important because it shows not only how the paretic leg is affected by hemiparesis, but also how the non-paretic leg is affected. As gait is a bilateral task, understanding the interlimb relationship post-stroke is crucial for improving overall walking function. The interlimb relationship for joint angle variability during gait has never been explored to our knowledge and could allow for a variety of treatment options for subjects post-stroke. A shift towards a focus on controlling movement with the non-paretic limb, evidenced through decreased variability, may be a compensatory strategy for impaired stroke survivors who cannot rely on their paretic limb to produce a consistent motion.
It is unclear whether this asymmetrical shift in variability is beneficial or detrimental to the stroke survivor and how this relates to clinically relevant performance such as risk of falls or response to perturbations. Further research should explore how the dynamic structure of interlimb variability is modulated with training protocols which promote symmetry, such as split-belt training (Reisman et al., 2013) , and active assistive technology, such as robotic exosuits (Awad and Bae, 2017) . It is possible that lowering the LyE on the paretic limb may simultaneously increase the LyE on the non-paretic limb enabling a more symmetric or optimal variability in both limbs of all joints in response to perturbation in the environment.
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